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An APK file is uploaded to Trustlook thru the API
Trustlook forwards the APK to the analysis 
queue
The APK is preprocessed to extract static 
information, and is then run thru SECURE   SaaS 
Insight’s dynamic sandbox to extract advanced 
app insights
A JSON report is dynamically generated
Report is delivered to the user
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HOW IT WORKs

App insights are gathered via 
static and dynamic analysis.

A risk score is provided for each 
mobile application to determine 
if the app is malicious.

Reports are generated in as little 
as 15 minutes.

Replaces a time-consuming, 
manual process with an 
automated process.

Continuous machine learning 
on massive structured and 
unstructured data sets.

Identifies viruses, worms, adware, 
trojans, and other potentially 
malicious content.

SPEED MULti-vector SUPERIOR ACCURACy

COMPREHENSIVE AUTOMAted ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

key features and benefits

Trustlook SECUREai SaaS Insights provides detailed information about mobile applications. It offers more
than 80 pieces of information for each APK file, including permissions, libraries, network activity, a risk score, 
and more. All the information is presented in an easy-to-use, actionable format so that app store owners, app 
developers, researchers and fraud prevention specialists can make informed decisions when analyzing apps.



PRODUCT DATA SHEET

dynamic Data

product data sheet Information contained in a SECURE
SaaS Insights report.
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Summary Data
Package name

Virus name (if there is a virus)

Overall threat score from 1 - 10

Risk summary

SHA256, SHA1, and MD5 numbers

App name

Publisher ID

Last update date

Version number

Static Data
Individual files such as PNG or XML
Behaviors and their corresponding risk levels

Permissions required by the APK and their risk 
levels

Application certificate

Activities requested within the app, such as SMS 
opt-In

Additional services included in the app, such as a 
payment service

Application logs

Suspicious strings

Broadcast message receivers

File packers

Common Libraries Detected
Box, SQLite, Evernote, Google Drive, 
Qiniu, One Drive, UCloud, Ali Yun, 
Dropbox, Sugarsync

Google+, LinkedIn, Weibo, Facebook, 
Twitter, WeChat

Baidu, AppsFlyer, Talking Data, 
Flurry, Firebase, Facebook, 
Bugsense, Adjust,  TUNE, Google, 
Mixpanel, Umeng, Tencent, Kochava

Greystripe, MobiSage, Admob, FAN, 
AppLovin, InMobi, Youmi, Chance, 
ADsQQ, Domob, Adwo, DsMOGO, 
ADsBAIDU, DAPPUNION

MobileIron, Apperian SDK

Data Storage

Social Networks

Analytics

Advertising

MDM

Picasso, Ok HTTP, Volley, Android 
Support V4, Android Support V7, Job
Queue, Barcode Scanner, In App 
Purchases

Other Libraries

Use of a public certificate or outside 
developer's certificate.

Box, SQLite, Evernote, Google Drive, Qiniu, 
One Drive, UCloud, Ali Yun, Dropbox, 
Sugarsync.

Behavior that is de

A manipulated version of an app that 
already has a copyright.

An app that is not signed by the original 
developer.

Installation of unrelated applications or 
plugins.

Links or advertisements contain third-
party market information.

Distributes other apps.

Forces a user to download unrelated apps.

Shows ads outside of its own app .

Advertising identifier is associated with 
personally identifiable information or any 
permanent device identifier (e.g., IMEI) 
without the user's permission.

Application requests permissions unrela-
ted to its functions which threaten a user's 
personal information.

Sends SMS, makes calls, takes pictures, 
records video or performs other sensitive 
acts without the user's permission.

Connects to the Internet frequently and
consumes a large volume of network tra�ic.

More than one icon or shortcut appears 
a�er the app is installed.

Di�iculty uninstalling the application.

Tampers with a user's personal 
information.

Notification bar is not able to be 
removed or closed.

Requests permission to access personal 
information that is unrelated to the app.

Sends SMS or makes phone calls to 
numbers that cost additional money.

Downloads unrelated apps in the 
background without a user's consent.

Ads that visit malicious websites or IP 
addresses, or that download malicious 
apps.

Protection and integrity of a user’s 
personally identifiable information 
as it is collected, stored, or transferred.

Interrupts the user's communication.

Exploits security flaws.
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Shows ads a�er the application is closed.
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